Background
Introduction
Evidence-based psychological practice involves combining clinical experience and local context with evidence from systematic research in order to provide the best possible care to patients [1] . Accurately reported information from well-designed and conducted clinical trials is necessary in order to have confidence that research evidence reflects what would occur in clinical practice. Deficiencies in trial design and inaccurate reporting, on the other hand, can lead to the publication of biased estimates of treatment effect [2, 3] , which limits the ability of practitioners to use evidence effectively in practice.
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of interventions often evaluate multiple clinical outcomes. However, one outcome analysis with a single statistical test should ideally be designated a priori as the trial's primary outcome analysis, and additional outcome analyses should be clearly identified as secondary [4, 5] . Not clearly designating a single primary outcome analysis can make interpretation of results difficult when different outcome analyses give contradictory results, even when there is adjustment for multiplicity [4] [5] [6] . Additionally, studies that analyze multiple outcomes without specifying a primary outcome analysis a priori and without adjusting statistically for multiple analyses present an elevated risk of having at least one statistically significant outcome analysis, even when the null hypothesis of no treatment effect is true (i.e., Type I error) [4, 7, 8] .
The failure to designate a primary outcome analysis before beginning a trial can also lead to biased estimates of effectiveness due to selective outcome reporting, which occurs when only analyses with p-values less than 0.05 are reported and those with p values greater than 0.05 are omitted from published trial reports [4, [9] [10] [11] [12] . In addition to selectively reporting analyses of some outcome variables, but not others, selective analysis reporting bias can occur with a single outcome variable if investigators do not specify analytic methods ahead of time, but instead conduct multiple analyses (e.g., t-test, ANCOVA) and only publish those that are statistically significant. Similarly, if trial results are analyzed at multiple time points, or if outcome variables are analyzed using different metrics (e.g, change score, final score) or aggregation methods (e.g., mean scores, percent above a cutoff score), the number of analyses conducted and the chance of false positive findings in publications increases [9-11, 13, 14] .
Guidelines for best practices for conducting and reporting results of trials of health care interventions, including psychological interventions, encourage adequate definition and reporting of outcome variables and analyses. The Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) [6, 15] were developed in 1996 in response to recommendations for improving the reporting of clinical trials [2] . The CONSORT statement includes a minimum set of items that should be included in reports of RCTs with a 25-item checklist to aid compliance [6, 15] . CONSORT urges a priori specification of primary and secondary outcome variables and analyses. CONSORT also emphasizes the importance of selecting a single primary outcome analysis to avoid problems that arise from having multiple primary outcome analyses. These guidelines are widely endorsed by journals that publish interventions to improve health, including mental health (for a full list, see: http://www.consort-statement.org/about-consort/endorsers). The CONSORT extension for non-pharmacologic treatments, such as surgery, rehabilitation, and psychotherapeutic and behavioral interventions, addresses reporting topics relevant to these types of trials, including difficulty in blinding, complexity of treatment interventions, and the influence of care provider expertise, for example [16, 17] . The American Psychological Association (APA) has developed an alternative tool, the Journal Article Reporting Standard (JARS) criteria [18] , which are included in the author guidelines of most APA journals, including the Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology (JCCP). The JARS criteria provide standards for defining primary and secondary outcome analyses, but do not address the issue of single versus multiple primary outcome analyses [18] .
In addition to trial reporting guidelines, trial registration policies have been introduced to reduce non-publication of entire trials that do not find statistically significant results in favor of treatments, as well as the selective publication of only statistically significant outcome analyses from trials with mixed results [19] . Since 2005, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) has required trial registration in public trial registries prior to patient enrolment for studies to be considered for publication. ICMJE guidelines require a priori specification of the primary and secondary outcomes in the trial registration [19] . Registration is not a time-consuming procedure; a quick internet search of websites of several academic medical centers found general agreement that, with all relevant information at hand, no more than one to two hours are required to register a trial online (see S1 Table) . Trial registration policies consistent with the ICMJE policy have been widely adopted by biomedical journals beyond the ICMJE member journals, including psychology and psychiatry journals (see for example [20] ). Based on author instructions posted online, however, no APA journal currently requires trial registration.
In addition to CONSORT and trial registration, the Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials (SPIRIT) guideline was developed to improve the content of clinical trial protocols [21] . SPIRIT includes a 33-item checklist with minimal items recommended to be included in trial protocols. SPIRIT recommendations include registering trials and specifying primary and secondary outcome analyses, including the specific outcome variable (e.g., Beck Depression Inventory score), a time point for each outcome analysis, the analysis metric (e.g., change from baseline, final value, time to event) and the method of aggregation (e.g., mean, proportion above or below a cutoff threshold) [21] .
A recent study investigated primary outcome analysis definitions and trial registration in clinical trials published in 2013-2014 in four top psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals: Annals of Behavioral Medicine, Health Psychology, Journal of Psychosomatic Research and Psychosomatic Medicine [20] . In that study, Riehm et al. [20] found that only 25 of 76 RCTs (33%) adequately defined primary or secondary outcome analyses in the published trial reports and that only 40 trials (53%) had been registered prior to patient enrolment. Furthermore, the registrations of only 3 published trials included a defined primary outcome analysis and time point, which would allow comparison to subsequently published results.
JCCP is recognized as the preeminent APA journal for publishing important trials of psychological interventions [22] . Author instructions for other top APA journals, such as the Journal of Abnormal Psychology, indicate that studies focusing on treatment efficacy should be submitted to JCCP [23] . JCCP previously required compliance with CONSORT, but in 2011 replaced this policy with the requirement to adhere to the APA's JARS guidelines. JCCP, like all other APA journals, does not require trial registration. In this context, the degree to which trials published in JCCP are registered and properly define outcome analyses in published reports is unknown. Thus, the objectives of the present study were (1) to determine the proportion of recent RCT reports published in JCCP that clearly and appropriately defined the trial's primary and secondary outcome analyses; (2) to determine the proportion of adequately registered RCTs, according to the methods used in Riehm et al. [20] and the SPIRIT 2013 guidelines; (3) to evaluate whether published primary outcome analyses and registered primary outcomes were consistent; and (4) to compare the proportion of trials with adequately defined outcome analyses and the proportion of adequately registered RCTs to results reported by Riehm et al. [20] in top psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals.
Methods

Article Selection
We used similar methods to those described by Riehm et al. [20] in their recent study of top psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals. In the present study, we sought to identify RCTs published in JCCP between January 2013 and December 2014. To do this, citations of all articles published in JCCP in 2013-2014 were identified from the journal web page and uploaded into the citation management database RefWorks (RefWorks, RefWorks-COS, Bethesda, MD, USA), then into the systematic review program DistillerSR (Evidence Partners, Ottawa, Canada). DistillerSR was used for all coding procedures and to track results of the review process.
Based on the ICMJE definition of clinical trials, which has been used previously in studies of RCT registrations [24, 25] , studies were included if they reported data from an RCT, defined as a comparative study to test the effect of an intervention on one or more health outcomes [19] . Articles that reported only secondary analyses, including subgroup analyses, were included. Studies that randomized participants into experimental conditions not intended to improve health (e.g., laughter versus mental stress conditions to assess arterial stiffness) or that primarily assessed intervention feasibility were excluded. Trials that aimed at examining the effects of a provider intervention on provider behavior only and not on the provider's patients were also excluded. Articles that reported only mediation or moderation analyses without reporting previously unpublished primary or secondary outcome analyses, used RCT data for cross-sectional analyses only, reported on longitudinal analyses of outcomes for all participants in a trial regardless of group assignment, assessed cost-effectiveness only or analyzed only control or treatment group data were excluded.
Two investigators independently assessed article titles and abstracts for possible eligibility. Articles that were deemed potentially eligible by either reviewer underwent a full-text review by two independent investigators. Any disagreements after full-text review were resolved by consensus, involving a third investigator, as necessary.
Data Extraction and Classification
Two investigators independently extracted and entered relevant data into a DistillerSR online database.
Objective 1: clearly and adequately declared outcome analyses in published articles. Published articles were classified as reporting: (1) primary, (2) multiple primary (same report), (3) multiple primary (different report), (4) multiple primary (with statistical adjustment), (5) secondary, or (6) undefined outcome analyses.
An article was classified as reporting a primary outcome analysis if a single outcome analysis was clearly and consistently defined as primary throughout the article or, alternatively, if a single primary outcome analysis could be determined from the power analysis. Articles that measured a primary outcome variable at multiple time points in the context of a single repeated measures assessment with only one hypothesis test were classified as reporting a single primary outcome analysis. Studies that identified more than one primary outcome variable; that identified a single primary outcome variable, but analyzed multiple time points without specification of primacy; or that included more than two trial arms and conducted multiple between group comparisons, were classified as reporting multiple primary (same report) outcome analyses. If, however, studies identified more than one primary outcome analysis, but that made appropriate statistical adjustments for multiple comparisons, they were classified as reporting multiple primary (with statistical adjustment) outcome analyses. Studies were classified as reporting multiple primary (different report) outcome analyses if they identified a single primary outcome analysis, but a previous report had also declared one or more primary outcome analyses. We attempted to identify previous reports for each included RCT that were not referenced in the published RCT report by reviewing references in the included RCT and searching PubMed and PsycInfo using author names and keywords. Our methods stipulated that if a previous report that appeared to be from the same trial was identified we would determine if it referred to the same trial by comparing eligibility criteria, the intervention and comparator conditions, patient characteristics, and dates of patient enrolment of patients. Authors could be contacted if necessary. Studies classified as primary, multiple primary (same report), multiple primary (different report), and multiple primary (with statistical adjustment) may have also reported secondary outcome analyses, but reporting of secondary outcome analyses was not recorded when primary outcome analyses were reported.
Studies were classified as reporting secondary outcome analyses if the authors clearly and consistently defined one or more outcome analyses as secondary and did not report any primary outcome analyses. Studies were also classified as reporting secondary outcome analyses if there was a clear statement indicating that the primary or main findings of the RCT had been reported in a previous article.
Studies that did not clearly define outcome analyses as being primary or secondary were classified as reporting undefined analyses of outcome analyses. Studies that noted the existence of a previous report, but did not classify outcome analyses from the previous or current report as primary or secondary, were classified as reporting undefined outcome analyses (e.g., a report of 12-month post-intervention outcome analyses with a previous report on 6-month outcome analyses).
Studies with primary, multiple primary (with statistical adjustment), or secondary outcome analyses were classified as having adequately declared outcome analyses, whereas studies with multiple primary (same report), multiple primary (different report) or undefined outcomes were classified as having inadequately declared outcome analyses.
Objective 2: trial registration. We followed a procedure outlined by Mathieu et al. [24] and previously used by Milette et al. [25] and Riehm et al. [20] . We first attempted to retrieve trial registration data, including the registration number, from each published article. If no registration information was included in the article, we contacted the corresponding author by email to determine whether the trial had been registered and, if registered, to obtain the registry name and number of the trial. If no response was received from the corresponding author after three contact attempts, each one week apart, we searched for the studies in multiple clinical trial registries, including ClinicalTrials.gov (clinicaltrials.gov), the International Standard Randomized Trial Number (ISRCTN; www.isrctn.com), the World Health Organization (WHO) registry search portal (apps.who.int/trialsearch), and the registry from the country of the first author (e.g., Netherlands Trial Register [www.trialregister.nl]). To identify registry records, we performed a search using key terms from the published article, then attempted to match the principal investigator, funding source, intervention, control group, and design from the article to the registrations obtained in the search. If this method did not uncover a registration number, the published article was coded as not registered. The search for trial registrations was performed on January 16, 2015.
For both registered and unregistered trials, we attempted to extract trial start and end dates and participant enrollment dates from the publication to determine if the trial should have been registered per ICMJE policy. If the publication did not provide these dates, for registered trials, we extracted them from the registration record. For trials in the ISRCTN registry, the "date applied" was used at the date of registration and was extracted from the registration. For studies in the ClinicalTrials.gov registry, the "first received" date was extracted from the registration. From the information provided in the registration, we determined the proportion of published RCTs that were registered versus not registered. We also assessed the proportion that began enrolling patients July 1, 2005 or later and should have been registered prior to patient enrollment based on ICMJE guidelines.
We assessed the adequacy of primary outcome declaration in trial registrations for all published RCTs, except those that only reported secondary outcome analyses, using two methods. First, using a method described by Mathieu et al. [24] and used by Milette et al. [25] and Riehm et al. [20] , registered studies were classified as having adequately or inadequately registered outcomes. Per ICMJE policy, trials that were ongoing as of July In our assessment of registration adequacy, we only included studies that began enrolling participants after July 1, 2005. To be classified as an adequately registered trial, studies had to (1) have been registered prior to beginning participant enrolment; and (2) have specified one primary outcome variable in the registry with a clear description and time frame of assessment, or multiple primary outcomes with a plan for statistical adjustment. If these criteria were not met, the registered RCT was classified as having inadequately registered outcomes.
Second, we evaluated the completeness of registered primary outcomes according to SPIRIT 2013 guidelines [21] . For each registered outcome, we evaluated whether the following elements were provided; (1) the specific measurement variable (e.g., Beck Depression Inventory score, not simply "depression"); (2) the participant-level analysis metric (e.g., change from baseline, final value, time to event); (3) the method of aggregation (e.g., mean, proportion above a cutoff); and (4) the specific measurement time point of interest for analysis.
For both the method used in other recent studies (e.g. [20] ) and the SPIRIT method of assessing adequacy of outcome declaration, trial registrations that specified more than one primary outcome were considered to have adequately registered the outcome only if a plan for statistical adjustment for multiple comparisons was included in the registration or if the same set of primary outcomes that were registered were analyzed with proper statistical adjustment in the published report. Trial registrations that did not specify a single primary time point for analysis were considered to have met the time point criterion only in the context of a planned analysis that examined change across all time points with a single analysis that tested a single hypothesis. If there were changes in the study registration records of a trial, we extracted data from the last registration update prior to the beginning of participant enrolment.
Objective 3: comparison of registered primary outcomes to published primary outcome analyses. For each trial that was adequately registered and included at least one primary outcome analysis in the published report, we compared registered primary outcomes to published primary outcome analyses. First, studies adequately registered as per criteria used in recent studies (e.g. [20] ) were classified as reporting consistent outcome analyses if the published primary outcome analyses were consistent with the primary outcomes specified in the trial registration. Studies were classified as reporting discrepant outcome analyses if the published primary outcome analyses were not consistent with the primary outcome analyses specified in the trial registration.
Objective 4: comparison of results to Riehm and al. [20] . We compared the proportion of studies with adequately declared published outcome analyses and the proportion of studies that were adequately registered as per methods used in recent studies (e.g. [20] ) to the results obtained by Riehm and al. [20] from top psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals. Proportions of adequate published outcome analysis definitions and trial registrations were compared using a chi-square test with alpha = 0.05. We used a Fisher's exact test to compare the proportion of adequately registered trials since there were expected counts per cell of < 5 in some cases.
Results
Article Selection
A total of 212 articles were published in JCCP in 2013-2014. Of these, 122 were excluded after title-abstract review, and 20 more were excluded after full-text review. Thus, 70 RCTs were included (Fig 1) , 31 from 2013 and 39 from 2014. The outcome declaration and registration classifications for all included articles are found in S2 Table. Objective 1: clearly and adequately declared outcome analyses in published articles. Only 12 of the 70 RCTs (17.1%) were classified as having adequately declared outcome analyses in the published article, including 9 (12.9%) with adequately declared primary outcome analyses, one (1.4%) with adequately declared multiple primary (with statistical adjustment) outcome analyses, and 2 (2.9%) with adequately declared secondary outcome analyses. Of the 58 articles (82.9%) that had inadequately declared outcome analyses, 44 (62.9%) declared multiple primary outcomes without appropriate statistical adjustment and 14 (20.0%) had undefined outcome analyses (Table 1) . Objective 2: trial registration. Registration status of included RCTs is shown in Table 2 . Of the 70 articles reviewed, 39 (55.7%) reported on registered RCTs and 31 (44.3%) on unregistered RCTs. Of the 39 articles that reported on a registered RCT, 14 (35.9%) provided registration information in the publication, whereas registration information was obtained from authors or by searching trial registries for 25 (64.1%).
As shown in Table 2 , among the 39 registered trials, 37 were required to be registered preenrolment and were considered in our assessment of registration adequacy, whereas 2 began prior to July 2005 and were not considered. Of the 37 registered trials reviewed for adequacy of outcome registration, one article reported on only adequately declared secondary outcome analyses in the JCCP publication. Of the other 36 that published primary outcome analyses in the JCCP article, there were 9 that registered pre-enrolment (25.0%), but only 2 of the 36 (5.6%) were registered pre-enrolment, clearly defined a primary outcome variable and time point, and, thus, were classified as registering adequately registered outcomes per methods used by recent studies, including Riehm et al. [20] . None of the 29 trials that registered after enrollment began included an adequately declared primary outcome variable and time point in the registration.
Based on the SPIRIT guidelines evaluation of trial registrations [21] , there were 3 trials (8.3%) that registered pre-enrolment and adequately specified a primary outcome variable; 2 (5.6%) with pre-enrolment registration, a primary outcome variable, and time point of interest for analysis; one (2.8%) with pre-enrolment registration, a primary outcome variable, time point, and analysis metric; but none with all of these plus a method of aggregation.
Objective 3-comparison of registered primary outcomes to published primary outcome analyses. Of the 2 articles [26] [27] that reported on RCTs with adequately registered outcomes per Riehm et al. [20] criteria, one article published outcome analyses in JCCP in a manner that was consistent with registered outcomes. In the other article, reported outcome analyses and registered outcomes were discrepant (See S2 Table) . Objective 4-comparison of JCCP results to results from trials published in top psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals (Riehm et al. [20] ). There was a significantly lower proportion of published RCTs with adequately declared outcome analyses in JCCP (12 of 70; 17.1%) compared to RCTs during the same time period published in four top psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals (25 of 76, 32.9%; χ 2 (1) = 4.78, p = 0.029). A slightly higher proportion of JCCP trials were registered (39 of 70; 55.7%) compared to journals from the psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals (40 of 76; 52.6%), although the difference was not statistically significant (χ 2 (1) = 0.14, p = 0.709). Only 2 of 70 JCCP trials (2.9%) were adequately registered compared to 3 of 76 (3.9%) in psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals (p > 0.99).
As shown in Table 3 , we conducted a sensitivity analysis that compared RCTs published in JCCP and those published in the three non-APA journals reviewed by Riehm et al. [20] , Annals of Behavioral Medicine, Journal of Psychosomatic Research and Psychosomatic Medicine, excluding Health Psychology, which is an APA journal. Results for the proportion of adequately declared published outcome analyses (JCCP = 17.1%, non-APA = 27.9%; p = 0.17) and proportion of registered trials (JCCP = 55.7%, non-APA = 67.4%; p = 0.22) were not substantively different from the main analyses.
Discussion
Of 70 RCT publications in JCCP from 2013 and 2014 that were reviewed, only 17% adequately defined primary or secondary outcome analyses in the published reports. Approximately half of the trials were registered, but less than 15% were registered prior to enrolling patients, and the quality of outcome definitions in the registry entries was generally poor. Only 2 of 70 trials adequately registered a single primary outcome variable and time point of assessment prior to enrolling patients. However, in one of the two trials, the published outcome analysis was not consistent with the registered outcome.
The proportion of adequately defined outcome analyses for trials published in JCCP has increased since a previous review reported that no RCTs published between 1992 and 2002 in JCCP adequately specified primary or secondary outcome analyses [28] . However, JCCP appears to lag behind some other similar journals in this regard currently, even though JCCP is generally recognized as APA's primary outlet to publish trials and even though JCCP's impact factor (2014 impact factor = 5.3) is higher than the other journals that performed somewhat better. The methods used in the current study were the same as the methods from a review by Riehm et al. [20] that examined similar outcomes from RCTs published in four top psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals in 2013-2014, namely Annals of Behavioral Medicine (2014 impact factor = 4.1), Health Psychology (2014 impact factor = 3.6), Journal of Psychosomatic Research (2014 impact factor = 2.7) and Psychosomatic Medicine (2014 impact factor = 3.5), in 2013-2014. Riehm et al. [20] found that 33% of the 76 trials reviewed had adequately declared primary or secondary outcome analyses, which is approximately double the rate for JCCP (17%). The 55% of trials published in JCCP that were registered prior to enrolling participants was similar to results in Riehm et al [20] , although the quality of outcome definitions in trial registrations was poor in both studies, with less than 5% of trials classified as having adequately registered outcomes based on the proper designation of primary outcome variables and assessment time points prior to patient enrollment. No RCT reviewed in either study fully complied with SPIRIT criteria [21] for trial registrations, which additionally requires specification of the analysis metric (e.g., change from baseline, final value) and the method of aggregation (e.g., mean, proportion above or below a cutoff threshold). Differences in registration rates and adequate outcome analysis definitions in publications across journals may be related to differences in author guidelines. Of the four psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals and JCCP, Annals of Behavioral Medicine, Journal of Psychosomatic Research, and Psychosomatic Medicine require trial registration, and the percentage of trial registration in those journals ranged from 60% to 78%. The percentage was lower in the two APA journals, Health Psychology (33%) and JCCP (55%), which do not require trial registration. Regarding outcome definitions in published studies, all four psychosomatic and behavioral medicine journals require compliance with CONSORT [29] [30] [31] [32] , and the percentage of trials in those journals with adequately declared outcome analyses ranged from 27% to 39%. Those percentages are substantially higher than the 17% in JCCP, which requires the use of the JARS guideline [22] , but not CONSORT. These results are consistent with prior evidence that suggests that implementation of rules and requirements by journals tends to have a modest effect on trial reporting practices. A 2012 Cochrane review, for instance, reported that journal endorsement of CONSORT was associated with improved reporting of published RCT results, but that the effect was small [33] .
The shortcomings identified in the present study with respect to trial registration and outcome reporting likely reflect some combination of low quality trial design and low quality reporting. Low quality trial design, including the failure to pre-specify a primary analysis, can increase the likelihood that estimates of intervention effectiveness are biased due to selective reporting. If it is not clear whether or not authors pre-specified a primary outcome due to low quality reporting, on the other hand, it is difficult to evaluate the results of a trial properly, but not necessarily indicative of bias.
Efforts to improve the transparency and completeness of the reporting of trial results have focused most on regulated interventions, such as drugs, biologics, and medical devices. Regulatory agencies, including the United States Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency, have implemented legal mandates for trial registration and reporting of results [34] . Non-regulated health care interventions, including psychological interventions, have received less attention, but this is changing and calls have been made for increased regulatory attention as well as for external incentives to increase compliance with registration and reporting mandates [34] . In addition to encouraging journal editors to implement registration and reporting requirements, potential external incentives might include requirements for trial registration prior to granting of ethics approval, which has been done in the UK since 2013, regulations from funding agencies that link release of funds to registration, and adaptation of polices by professional associations [34] .
Many researchers may not be aware of the need to register trials and clearly outline a trial design that includes appropriately defined trial outcome analyses prior to enrolling patients. For instance, one study which interviewed 59 investigators of trials included in Cochrane systematic reviews found that the majority of investigators who excluded non-significant results from published trial reports were largely unaware of the effect that selectively reporting positive results from individual studies can have on the overall evidence base [35] . Indeed, intervention research is often couched in terms of a search for positive evidence to demonstrate the effectiveness of novel interventions, instead of prioritizing high-quality evaluations of health care interventions, regardless of whether results suggest effectiveness or not [36, 37] . Consistent with this, the general public and popular press overwhelmingly emphasize positive health care trials that are suggestive of new treatment opportunities, with less coverage given to negative trials [38] . Similarly, journal editors and reviewers favor trials with statistically significant results compared to trials with non-significant results [39] . Some researchers have reported that they feel that it is not worth the time to try to publish negative results, that negative results are not important, and that reports of negative results will be rejected by journals [40] . Other factors that may lead to the non-reporting of negative results include allegiances to particular treatment modalities [41] or the perception that generating positive results, which are more likely to be published in high-impact journals [39] , may be linked to academic promotion and career success, for instance.
Ideally, both educational approaches and external incentives can be used to improve the quality of trial registration and outcome definitions and reporting of psychological interventions, and no single journal can perform these tasks alone. Nonetheless, JCCP, the premier trials journal among APA journals with a long history of promoting and educating the field about the best research practices [42] , is well positioned to take a leadership role in addressing these issues. JCCP should adapt a policy that requires pre-patient enrolment registration of trials considered for publication in the journal and should provide reviewers with tools to incorporate enforcement of the policy as part of the peer review process. Similarly, it is important that authors are aware of expectations regarding definitions and reporting of primary and secondary outcome analyses and that reviewers and editors carefully evaluate the adequacy of outcome analysis definitions and whether outcome analyses are consistent with pre-trial registration. Although JARS does not provide guidance on the importance of carefully selecting a single primary outcome analysis and to avoid Type I error inflation from multiple analyses, CONSORT does and should be included as part of JCCP author guidelines. Health Psychology, another APA journal, has already implemented CONSORT. In order to help reviewers incorporate an assessment of outcome analysis definitions, a peer review package could include questions pertaining to the specificity of outcome analysis reporting. For example, was a single primary outcome analysis specified? If not, were statistical adjustments made for multiple outcome analyses? In addition, questions could also be asked regarding the consistency of reporting. Was the same primary outcome analysis defined consistently across the various documents? If the primary outcome analysis was not consistent with registered outcomes, did the authors provide justification for the change, and, if so, is this justification acceptable [20] ?
Besides journals, academic and funding institutions must get more involved in incentivizing trial registration and transparency in outcome reporting [9] . For example, funding agencies can require prospective trial registration and access to trial results and could ultimately suspend funding until certain conditions are met [34] . Hence, journal editors, publishers, funding agencies and professional and academic associations can all play a role in advocating for the implementation of trial registration.
The results of the present study should be interpreted in light of relevant limitations. First, due to the relatively short time span of that the study covered, only 70 RCTs were reviewed. Secondly, although our findings were informative in terms of outcome analysis definition and trial registration rates in JCCP, our results may not generalize to other APA journals that also publish trials.
In summary, most trials published in JCCP from 2013-2014 did not adequately define primary or secondary outcome analyses in the published trial reports, and nearly half of the trials were not registered with less than 15% registered prior to enrolling patients. There was only one study that adequately registered trial outcomes prior to enrolling patients and published outcome analyses that were consistent with registered outcomes. JCCP is well established as a standard bearer for promoting high-quality research on psychological interventions and is well positioned to positively influence the field. This should be done by endorsing trial registration and CONSORT requirements and by providing peer reviewers with the tools to ensure that JCCP effectively implements these requirements. Beyond JCCP, the scientific community, including researchers, other journals, academic institutions, and funders would serve the public better if more attention were paid to the accurate and transparent reporting of clinical trials of psychological treatments.
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